Low Contrast Image Enhancement Using Convolutional Neural Network with Simple Reflection Model
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1. Introduction

Image enhancement is an important and typical topic of computer vision. Although the performance of digital systems has improved greatly, the low quality of some images due to external factors such as environment and backlight, which may degrade the performance of image processing systems such as intelligent traffic systems, visual surveillance, and consumer electronics [1]. Especially, low contrast images reduce visibility. Therefore, many smart devices help users take pictures and improve their results with internal image processing methods, but require some input, such as a low contrast area input by the device user, or an average brightness and hue. In specific condition, it is a good solution for the device user who does not consider about the visibility of the image such as counter light images on purpose. However, only chooses the color tone and increases overall brightness is not fit for image enhancement in view of the simple device users.

While maintaining the image quality, to improve the low contrast region of input image is not easy. To solve the problem in this conditional situation, a plenty of methods have been proposed based on mathematical knowledge and traditional image processing method but the methods only perform well in fixed circumstance or make side effect such as over-enhancement or halo effect. To reduce the undesired effect, some enhancement methods use optimization techniques with image decomposition mechanism. However, the computation time is increased and the methods may produce unintended adverse effects depending on the objective function with decomposed factors. Because of these disadvantage, the methods are not proper to simple device users.

In the past, artificial neural network methods have been one of the most difficult methods to obtain successful results due to small amounts of computation resource and data. However, artificial neural networks are widely used in many fields due to the development of devices and explosively increased amount of data. In addition, as many learning methods are studied, many effective approaches based on input data conditions have been proposed. Recently, the deep learning based methods show the best performance in computer vision sections. The methods are widely being employed on many computer vision tasks that are not easily solved with traditional methods such as image classification, image segmentation, etc. The deep learning based methods with well-labeled training data automatically abstract features of the image differently from the traditional methods and reconstruct the final result with the extracted features. However, the performance of the methods is built on well-labelled data. To overcome the conditional limits, several training techniques are proposed such as semi-supervised learning and weakly-supervised learning. From the perspective of performance, using these skills are able to lead to better results and it can be used widely in general purpose. The performance of the deep learning models trained using non-labelled or rough labelled data shows the power of representation ability.

Focus on the advantage of deep learning, we propose a locally adaptive contrast enhancement method. The method follows previous image enhancement mechanism basically, detecting low contrast region and apply enhancement algorithm. Each person
evaluations for the low contrast region are different. Therefore, we use deep learning mechanism to employ the advantage which extracting feature factor from dataset automatically. Even though our method is based on training with confusing data, the power of representation ability of deep learning shows well results on contrast enhancement purpose. Also, we use a simple reflection model to reduce computational burden.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides background information on image enhancement and briefly introduces previous methods. Section 3 gives a detail of proposed method and shows the detail of our network. While Section 4 provides the experiment results of image contrast enhancement with the proposed method and the previous methods. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Related works

For image enhancement, a lot of image processing methods were proposed previously. Histogram based methods are the most popular due to its simplicity and effectiveness. Basically, histogram equalization (HE) is a well-known traditional contrast enhancement method. The main idea of HE contains automatic calculation of the uniform histogram distribution in dynamic range. But HE method does not preserve to mean intensity of input images. The mean intensity of an input image and result of HE are different and it cause undesired effect such an over-enhancement. To solve the issue, brightness preserving bi-histogram equalization (BBHE) [2] was proposed. It divides histogram of an input image into sub histograms and enhances contrast separately. Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) is used for enhancing contrast in images. It differs from HE by adaptive method that computes several histograms and each histogram corresponding to a distinct section of an image. AHE divide an input image into small sub images and apply HE to each sub image. But because of the size of the sub image, it is too sensitive to noise. Contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [3] is improved version of AHE. The processes of CLAHE is basically similar to AHE. CLAHE controls the sensitive noise with contrast limited distribution parameters. The neighboring tiles, sub image, are combined by bilinear interpolation. Especially in homogeneous areas, the contrast can be limited to avoid noises by distribution parameter.

Retinex-based methods assume that recognizes the relative brightness of the scene, rather than recognizing the brightness of the scene at a certain position when the human visual system recognizes the scene. Retinex based methods have been proposed widely and single-scale retinex (SSR) [4], multi-scale retinex (MSR) [5] and multi-scale retinex with color restoration (MSRCR) [6] are most well-known algorithms. SSR is a method of using the difference between the center pixel value and the convolution result around the center pixel on the log scale. Several convolution masks were proposed [7, 8] but to select the variance of convolution mask effects largely and inadequate variance value can be lead to deterioration of image quality. The MSR is proposed as a method to mitigate this problem of SSR and the retinex result is calculated as the weighted average value of SSR with multiple variance values. The MSRCR proposed that color restoration function (CRF) added to MSR result to solve a problem that come out the gray scale result if specific color is dominant in the input image.
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In recent years, some methods are proposed to enhance low contrast images with adjustment to decomposed illumination image which obtained from various feature models. Different feature models lead to different illumination images and affect the enhanced images. R. Chouhan [9] proposed image enhancement method based on image decomposition technique which follow the discrete wavelet transform (DWT). X. Fu [10] proposed a probabilistic method based on image decomposition. The method decomposed input image into illumination and reflection model then applied the maximum a posteriori (MAP) for estimating enhanced illumination and reflection effectively. Y. ZhenQuiang [11] proposed low-light image enhancement using the camera response model. The camera response model consist of two sub models, camera response function (CRF) and brightness transform function (BTI). Based on these models and estimated exposure ratio map, they enhance image each pixel of the low light image.

The convolutional neural network (CNN) [12] proposed by Y. Lecun has been used widely in computer vision. CNN is being employed on many hard tasks and it showed the best results in many competition in the area. Basically, neural network was proposed for estimating test samples based on training data with hidden layers but calculation with just hidden layer is not suitable for some tasks which related to 2D and 3D data such as images and videos. To preserve locality and flexibility, the Y. Lecun proposed...
One of the most improved tasks based on deep learning in computer vision task is semantic segmentation. Traditional segmentation algorithm was based on mathematical knowledge such as specific feature extraction or the relationship of each pixel. Because of the these factors it required in deep research each object which to be segmented. The features that can segment each of object in image are used in restrictive environment. But the methods based on deep learning, It works well without the need to handcraft features of the image based on network characteristics and training data. The most well-known model in semantic segmentation based on deep learning is fully convolutional networks (FCN) proposed by E. Shelhamer [13]. This method shows a basic segmentation network architecture with convolution, pooling and deconvolution. In an input image, important feature information is extracted and compressed by the trained mask through convolution layer and the pooling layer. The compressed information is upscaled in final step with deconvolution layer for matching the size of the input image and the result image. This network not only contains a basic idea for segmentation but also skip-connection mechanism through experimental results. H. Noh [14] proposed a segmentation method with deconvolution technique. The basic model is encoder-decoder network and each lost spatial data by pooling is compensated by deconvolution and unpooling layer.

3. Proposed method

The proposed method consists of four steps in total. The first step is low contrast estimation step that generate low contrast probability map. The second step is a create contrast gray scale step. The third step is a refining probability map step with obtained probability map and converted gray scale image. The final step is an enhancement step that enhance low contrast image with refined probability map and converted gray scale. Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed method.

From first convolution block to transpose layer, it is called feature extraction step which abstracts low contrast region’s feature. All the remaining layers belong to image reconstruction step which rebuild probability map of low contrast regions. To compensate for the lost spatial information by using pooling layer, we use skip connection mechanism and transpose layers. The skip connection was proposed to improve performance of semantic segmentation network that it added the extracted spatial information from the extraction step to the reconstruction step.

We have train the network to generate probability map of low contrast region with low contrast image dataset which collected from on the internet and we used published dataset [15]. We have made ground truth manually and each label consisted of 3 label colors(red, yellow, none). The colors is converted to 1, 0.5 and 0 for training step. To get enough training data, we have applied data augmentation including rotation (-10, 0, and +10 degree) and mirroring (vertical, horizontal, and diagonal). As result, the size of training data is 6924. Figure 3 shows example of training data.
3.2. Contrast gray image

In the previous works, [1, 16] used Chromatic contrast weights [17] and standard gray scale image for refining the probability map. But only use standard gray scale was not proper because of the image contrast. The standard gray scale image is built with constant ratio of each channel therefore the image was not able to contain the contrast of each object’s shape. To solve the issue, using the chromatic contrast weight was proposed with handled constant values such as angle of HSV offset and color opponent. The chromatic contrast weight was calculated based on these values, they showed similar values even difference color. To convert an input color image to the gray image appropriately, we use saliency-guided decolorization method [18]. The method based on sparse model and it is able to express contrast with gray value properly. Figure 4 shows gray convert result of standard, chromatic weight and saliency-guided decolorization method.

3.3. Refining outline of probability map

In this step, we refine the probability map with guided filter [19] and converted contrast gray image. The guided filter performs as edge-preserving smooth filter which is well known filter in the computer vision area. The guided filter needs the guided image and filtering image, we chose the probability map as a filtering image and the contrast gray image as guided image. It has performed that the boundary region of the probability map refined similar to contrast gray image. Refined the boundary region and shape prevent halo effect and undesired over-enhancement. Figure 5 shows the result of this step. In (e) and (f) of Figure 5, the refined probability map based on standard gray image shows lost detail shape but (f) shows the detail of tomoe pattern.

3.4. Enhancement

The final step is enhancement step. In this step we follow the reflection model:

\[ I(x) = L(x)J(x) + w \]  (1)

where \( I(x) \) is an observed image, \( J(x) \) is a desired (enhanced) image, \( L(x) \) is illuminance map which is a degraded operator, and \( w \) is additive noise. We assume that the image has no noise. So, we can get the enhanced image following (2)

\[ J(x) = \frac{I(x)}{F(L(x)) + \epsilon} \]  (2)

where \( F \) is the guided filter and \( \epsilon \) is small value which is used to avoid dividing by zero. For implementation of (2), we used (2) as

\[ \text{Output}^{\text{enhanced}}_{\text{ch}} = \frac{I^\text{ch}(x,y)}{(1 - \text{Refined map}(x,y)) + \epsilon} \]  (3)

where \( I^\text{ch} \) is each color channel of the input image, and the refined map is the result computed in the previous step. Figure 6 shows result of the enhancement step.

4. Experiment and results

In the following section we evaluate performance of the proposed method. In Section 4.1, we compare the network performance of the proposed method by comparing two different networks. The performance of the proposed method is then evaluated by comparing the results of the proposed method and the previous methods. The experiments were performed on a PC with a 3.20 GHz Intel Pentium Quad Core Processor and GTX 1080ti graphics card.

4.1. Network structure experimentation

For the comparison of effect of the networks, we made two kind of networks. First network was built without skip-connection and the second network was constructed without pooling layers. Each networks were trained same setting as proposed method such as hyper parameters, size of kernel, and number of channels. The Figure 7 shows the generated probability map of each network. The probability maps in Figure 7, the proposed method can get better shape than the others because of reconstruction power in decoder section. Also, the results of no-skip network and no-pooling networks can be seen quite similar. However, from a detailed point of view, the result of no pooling network shows better shape than no-skip network because of the lost the spatial information by pooling layers. In the previous work [13], they proved the power of skip connection and pooling layer but they used precise labeled data for solving each task. Basically, the neural network is used for estimation of some test data based on training data. Even though the training data we used were not precise, we reconfirmed that the network architecture and the inner method could drive quite successful result.

4.2. Comparison with other methods

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we compared the performance of the proposed method and the previous methods, CLAHE [3], MSRCR [6], Fu’s method [10], and Ying’s method [11]. Figure 8 shows the results of each methods. The first row of Figure 8, the test image was taken from outside which contains the light source and low contrast region such as the counter light region. In the result of CLAHE, the contrast was all most same as input image. Because of the input image contains light source and contrast region together, the size of sub image is sensitive and the distribution of the sub image is controlled by the distribution parameter. The result by MSRCR
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Proposed method</th>
<th>CLAHE</th>
<th>MSRCR</th>
<th>Fu’s method</th>
<th>Ying’s method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 8. Results of proposed method and previous methods.
that not only the contrast is better than CLAHE but also the shape of the statue is seen clearly. But overall brightness is increased too much and the color of the sky looks the same color. The results of Fu’s method and Ying’s method are improved properly in perspective of contrast and shape. But the overall brightness results are inadequate. In the second row of Figure 8, the results of overall brightness are quite dark. Therefore, the results cannot show the detail of the sky view. For more accurate qualitative comparison, Figure 9 shows zoomed in the results of Fu’s method, Ying’s method, and proposed method. As you can see in images in Figure 9, the shade of the man’s face is enhanced properly and we can distinguish the boundary between the nose and the cheek.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the image enhancement algorithm with simple reflection model and CNN. In order to enhance low contrast image, plenty of methods have been proposed and result of these methods show good quality from perspective of researcher. But previous methods showed undesired effects such as over- enhancement or unnatural results in unfit circumstance such as illumination setting and image sizes. To solve these problems, CNN was employed to detect low contrast regions in order to preserve the shape of low contrast region and prevent over-enhancement. For the purpose of expression the shape of input images, we employed the saliency-guided decolorization method and the guided filter. We showed our network was suitable for image enhancement through experimental network changes and results, and proved that the results of the proposed method were superior to those of the previous methods through comparison of results with the methods. As a result, the proposed method showed successful enhancement without side effects.
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